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it took "over two weeks getting down a river eighty miles
long."19
The cook became ill and died on the trip home. Henry had
to do a turn in the galley for about a week. He hated it. The
days seemed long and monotonous. However, a pet monkey
he had bought in Calcutta did much to relieve the boredom
of the voyage. The animal was also of great service in keeping
roaches off his face as he slept and off his food as he ate.20
On June 14,1856, after an absence of one year and sixty-five
days, the Hindoo again anchored in New York harbor. With
fourteen months' pay (about fifty dollars) in his pocket, Henry
George took a train to Philadelphia.
The boy who returned home was very different from the boy
who had sailed away to see the world. He was broader of
shoulder and more self-reliant. Though he was only seventeen
years old he seemed much older. His white skin, burned by wind
and sun, made his eyes seem bluer. His red hair had grown dark-
er. OiThis shoulder, sailor-fashion, perched his little pet monkey.
The creature seemed to resent the affectionate greeting given
her master. Her intense jealousy was focused principally on
his small brother Morris, and to Henry's regret the monkey
had to be given to a friend who had no young children.
The homecoming had its rich rewards. Henry could regale
his family and his former playmates with tales of foreign places,
with descriptions of storms at sea and of strange and different
peoples, and with his knowledge of every kipd of boat afloat-
barks and brigs and barkentines and brigantifies and ships
and schooners and sloops. He knew every part of the rigging on
each of them. The children delighted in giving him a piece
of string and watching his small, skilled, but now calloused,
hands tie difficult sailor's knots. He could box the compass
with a speed that made his words nearly indistinguishable.
And above all else the children loved to hear him sing chanties,
learned at sea, in his high, off-pitch voice.
To the children's regret, however, Henry's older friends and
acquaintances demanded much of his time—Jo Jeffreys in
particular.
The boys made their headquarters in Henry's little room
with the narrow bed in the corner, the small case of books on
the bureau, and the sea chest on the floor against the wall.21 In
the dim gas light that could be coaxed into brightness only on

